Challenges 2009 - 2018

About

Geovation Challenges 2009 - 2018

With an estimated 9.5 to 10.5 billion people on the planet by 2050, and an
increased demand on finite resources, we all have to change the way we do
things, whether in the public, private, third sector or ourselves as individuals.
Since everything happens at some place or location, when it comes to tackling
this global challenge, geography and geographic information are key ingredients
in connecting people, places, processes and planet.
We need to do more with less and do it sustainably to maximise the use of assets
and the re-use of natural and manmade resources. We will need to think globally, act locally and, using location information and technology, design smarter
processes, smarter solutions and business models. We then need to scale these
new ways of doing things sustainably to meet new opportunities.
From 2009 – 2018 Geovation ran 11 themed open innovation challenges, several
connected to the UN Sustainable Development Goals, around globally recognised
issues such as: transport, housing, active lifestyles, water, underground assets
and greener, smarter communities.
The challenges were open to entrepreneurs, developers, community groups,
government organisations and individuals, and focussed on finding innovative
and useful ways of using geographic information, including open data and tools,
to build new ventures that generate social, economic and environmental value.
During this time over 40 entrepreneurs and businesses were awarded funding
to develop their idea and help their business grow.
Geovation challenges promoted open collaboration by:
•

Workshops (Deep Dives, Pow Wows) to bring people together to identify
real problems to structure a Geovation challenge.

•

Maintaining an on- and off-line community which encouraged innovative
ideas that addressed specific problems.

•

Organising camps where participants developed their ideas into
prototype ventures using our ‘Innovation = problem x solution x execution’
methodology.

•

Supporting participants to be ‘match fit to pitch’ for funding or support.

•

Supporting winning ventures through to launch and beyond.
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In April 2010, Ordnance Survey released its free-to-use OS OpenData™ product
portfolio, as well as new terms for the use of Ordnance Survey’s open application
programming interface (API) OS OpenSpace®. This was followed by the launch
of our mobile platform development kits and several new APIs.
Our challenges focused on building local resilience within communities against
real problems that needed collaboration and design thinking across all sectors
of the economy (public, private, civil society and individuals) to address them.
During our challenges we held Open Data Master Classes (ODMC) to help people
get to grips with using open data in a challenge themed approach.
These include:
•

‘How can Britain feed itself?’ (2010)

•

‘How can we improve transport in Britain?’ (2011)

•

‘How can we transform neighbourhoods in Britain together?’ (2012)

•

‘How can we connect communities and visitors along the Wales Coast
Path?’ (2012)

•

‘How can we help British business improve environmental performance?’
(2013)

•

‘How can we encourage active lifestyles in Britain?’ (2014)

•

‘How can we enable people in Britain to live in better places?’ (2014)

•

‘How can we better manage water use in Britain, sustainably?’ (2015)

•

‘How can we better manage underground assets in Britain?’ (2016)

•

‘How can we make greener, smarter communities in Britain?’ (2017)

In 2015 we opened the Geovation Hub, where we could help more start-ups and
better support geospatial innovation with the facilities and expertise available
in the Geovation Accelerator Programme.
The Geovation challenges involved numerous organisations and people and led
to lots of other initiatives around UK and well beyond. We would like to thank
everybody involved for their enthusiastic, collaborative and creative support.
That is another collection of Geovation stories to be told throughout our 10th
Birthday year! But this booklet tells the story of our Geovation challenge participants and community whose commitment, enthusiasm and ideas continue to
inspire us as they launch and scale their new, innovative, sustainable ventures.
Think globally, act locally then scale sustainably!

Chris Parker
Geovation Co-Founder and Challenge Manager
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2017

How can we make greener, smarter communities in Britain?

4th October 29th November

221

49

10

Winners

Prize

Partners

Warehous

£50,000

OFFigo

£20,000

The Happy Crocodile

£20,000

Community Walks

£10,000

Plastic Patrol

£15,000 + £1,000 Community
Award

Be Plastic Clever

£15,000

Foodspot

Place at Geovation Camp

Neat

Place at Geovation Camp

Oasis

Place at Geovation Camp

people registered

ideas submitted

places at Camp

£151,000
distributed

About the winners
Be Plastic Clever/ Kids against Plastic

Plastic Patrol

kidsagainstplastic.co.uk

plasticpatrol.co.uk

Be Plastic Clever is about local people working with
local establishments to reduce their use of unnecessary
single-use plastic items. Simply provide an easy-to-implement framework and some ready-made free-todownload online resources that can work at any scale
and engage and enthuse a local community, schools,
cafes, festivals, through collaboration to address a local/
global environmental issue – single-use plastic pollution.

Combatting the global plastic crisis by combining
mobile technology, social community and adventure
and distilling it down to a very local level. Plastic pollution is the single biggest environmental catastrophe our
planet is facing. Fighting against the millions of tonnes of
plastic that enters our oceans is no easy task, and should
involve all people, wherever there is plastic pollution.
The social connectivity of the app will allow users to
showcase their plastic collection progress/ impact and
creates gamification opportunities. Plastic Patrol has
now launched a mobile App where photos of plastic
pollution can be uploaded and geolocated. This will
collect data and statistics on the scale of the problem.

Pathmakers – Community Friends Walks
pathmakers.org.uk

Norfolk has some of the loveliest coast and countryside
in Britain, with fantastic wildlife and historic sites and is
well used by confident active people. However, it also
has many health and wellbeing challenges, rising from
an increasing older population, deprived communities
and those with mental health issues many of whom are
isolated and inactive. Our idea is to set up a walking
group scheme, including dementia walks and companion walks, matching people with local knowledge about
where to walk with those that have inactive lifestyles.
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Portable Ecosystems
portableecosystems.co.uk

The concept of bringing nature and green environments
to areas where normally access is limited, providing
temporary greenness to sites. Self-contained modules
comprising of a complete ecosystem can be placed on
a site or location transforming it instantly into a green
space and just easily moved elsewhere. They can also
be locked together, creating larger green ecosystems
and their autonomous nature means they can easily be
remotely maintained.

OFFiGO

WareHAUS 360

offigo.co.uk

warehaus360.com

Bringing the local high street together online, so businesses can be discovered locally by sharing daily offers,
events and services with consumers. Businesses create
a free profile with the opportunity to share a daily
“promotional” message to help keep customers interested – ranging from an exclusive offer to an upcoming
event, a specialist store or service or simply deciding
where to go for dinner or drinks. Following a successful
pilot in Blackpool, in which 100,000 people viewed 1.4
million pages, OFFiGO is ready to be launched across
Lancashire.

Out of town semi-industrial and logistic estates could
be revitalised through an ingenious scheme, whereby
key workers would live within easy to assemble pod
type homes, situated ‘within’ empty industrial units
that are not leased. Modular homes would be assembled inside each warehouse, fully kitted out with the
key essentials and designated for those who cannot
afford the rent in town. The units would be made from
environmentally friendly materials and aimed at key
workers such as nurses, police or teachers.

The Happy Crocodile
The concepts of the “Walking School bus”, “Park and
Stride” and car-pooling are well understood. Combining
these concepts in an innovative and community-focused service that will reduce congestion and increase
community cohesion. The Happy Crocodile allows
schools and parents to plan, create and manage walking school bus routes that provide exercise and fun for
primary school children, with the potential to engage
local businesses with car parking space for those that
have to drive, creating “Park and Stride” community
hubs.

2016

How can we better manage underground assets in Britain?

19 October 30 November

44

21

1

Winners

Prize

Partners

Utility Survey Exchange

Programme Place +
£1,000 Community Award

people registered

ideas submitted

About the winners
Utility Survey Exchange
utilitysurveyexchange.com

Utility Survey Exchange improves the quality of buried
asset location data at source via the controlled and
streamlined sharing of up to date, high-accuracy onsite
data with the asset owners. They capture high quality
utility survey data every day using the latest detection
technology and provide a mechanism for controlled
sharing of this data with the owners of the assets, and
tools for quickly and simply reporting useful information
from the field.
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Programme Places

£1,000

Community Award

2015/16

How can we better manage water use in Britain, sustainably?

1 December 27 January

148

people registered

51

ideas submitted

76

ODMC attendees

Winners

Prize

Refill

Place + £1,000 Community

Sustainable Catchments

Programme Place

Fix Our Water

Programme Place

£1,000

Community Award
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Programme Places

Partners

About the winners
Refill
refill.org.uk

Refill is a grassroots movement to prevent plastic pollution at source by making it easier to reuse and refill
your bottle instead of buying a new one. The campaign
works by connecting people looking for water to Refill
stations across the UK via a location-based app. Anyone
can download the free app and find Refill Stations
where they can refill for free on the go. Participating
cafes, bars, restaurants, banks, galleries, museums
and other businesses simply sign up to the app and
put a sticker in their window – alerting passers-by that
they’re welcome to come on in and fill up their bottle.

2014

With more than 14,000 Refill Stations and over 80,000
app downloads, we’ve proven that Refill has the power
to create a tipping point in the normalising of carrying a
reusable bottle and reducing plastic pollution at source.
If all Refill stations are used just once a day, we’re stopping around 4 million plastic bottles at source in a year!

How can we enable people in Britain to live in better places?

10 September 10 November

141

43

£79,000

Winners

Prize

Partners

Geovey

£29,000

My Home Energy Planner

£25,000

Demo Dev

£24,000

Holistic House Search

£1,000 Community Award

people registered

ideas submitted

split between 3 winners

About the winners
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Demo Dev

Geovey from Nautoguide

demodev.org

nautoguide.com

DemoDev – working with Land Registry and Ordnance
Survey data in collaboration with Birmingham City
Council to unlock underused land and turn it into
open designed, sustainable, adaptable homes, using
WikiHouse principles. These homes can be built in areas
people want to live in; can be self-built and can grow
and change as their owners’ lives evolve. DemoDev can
therefore provide a platform to dramatically lower the
barriers of custom built housing. Placing location and
other digital data at the core of urban innovation, they
are examining how landowners can make the best use
of their portfolio for their own benefit and the benefit
of the community.

Swindon-based Nautoguide’s idea used Ordnance
Survey and Land Registry data to underpin an online
map-based portal where people can suggest improvements to their local areas and vote, comment on and
share these via social media. These crowdsourced
community improvement ideas can then be submitted
to relevant authorities for response. The recipient can
then view the issue, comment, vote and take action
accordingly. Using Geovey, authorities or commercial
users can also use the platform to share ideas with the
community and receive valuable feedback or alternative
suggestions.

“The Geovation process has completely
reinvigorated our approach to seeding and
developing ideas through to business case. We
began with a loose idea of something that seemed
worthy and feasible, but the mantra of ‘problem,
solution, execution’ was soon firmly instilled in
our brains by the Geovation team. The funding
will allow us to grow a service that will make a
real difference in the community.”

House Retrofit Assessments, but with demand exceeding supply we’ve been successful in securing funding
from Innovate UK to create an online tool, reducing the
time it takes to deliver assessment reports, enabling
more assessors to deliver the service and providing
householders with more control over the data generated. All this should mean we can reduce the price we
charge and see more assessments delivered both in
Manchester and around the country.

Dave Barter of Geovey

Since launching, Nautoguide have seen 3 industry partnerships established 500% growth in public sector
business achieved and 10 million plus transactions via
API in last 2 years.
My Home Energy Planner from Carbon Co-op
carbon.coop/content/my-home-energy-planner

An idea from Jonathan Atkinson of Carbon Co-op focuses
on UK’s existing and older housing stock which can be
expensive to heat, can waste energy and cause carbon
emissions. My Home Energy Planner is an online tool
to enable householders to understand current energy
usage and decide which energy efficiency improvements might best suit their home. They are currently
working with a number of organisations in the development of this.
They’ve delivered over sixty Carbon Co-op Whole

2013/14

How can we encourage active lifestyles in Britain?

7th October 15th January

665

74

£101,000

Winners

Prize

Partners

Medal routes

£28,000

Run an Empire

£26,000

Tagd

£26,000

OpenPlay

£21,000 + £1,000 Community
Award

people registered

ideas submitted

split between 4 winners

About the winners
Medal routes
ramblers.org.uk/go-walking/routes-and-places-to-walk/medalroutes.aspx

Ramblers Scotland received funding to develop Medal
Routes App in the Geovation Active Lifestyles Challenge,
to address the problem that people often simply don’t
know where to go for a walk, either near home, near
work, or other places they visit. They don’t know how
to make that first step in building more physical activity
into their daily lives. Rob Burns and Jeannie Cranfield
of Ramblers Scotland submitted an idea to develop a
mobile app to identify and map short circular, bronze,
silver and gold level walks from walking hubs.
The walking challenges encourage people throughout
Scotland to integrate walking into their daily life and
7

progress from short 15-minute walks to walking for up
to an hour. Following funding from Ordnance Survey,
the Medal Routes App launched in August 2014, after
the Commonwealth Games in Scotland.. The walks
start and finish from the same location (walking hub)
and each route has a designated medal assigned to it:
Bronze (approx. 15 mins walk), Silver (approx. 30 mins
walk) and Gold (approx. 60 mins walk).
The success of the App led to a new partnership with
NHS Health Scotland, to launch and implement new
NHS Staff challenges. At the last count there were 823
short walks available on the Medal Routes mobile app

covering over 400 locations in Scotland. There are Medal
Routes in all Local Authority areas in the country. There
have been 10,218 hits to the Medal Routes webpage,
9,632 downloads with 4,336 fully registered users.
“With support from Geovation, the Medal Routes
project has matured into a well-established,
leading legacy project that will continue to
motivate and inspire healthier and fitter lives.”
Rob Burns, Medal Routes Project Office

Run An Empire (Location Games Ltd)
RunAnEmpire.com

Run An Empire is a free-to-play strategy game for mobile
devices, based in the real world. Players compete to
own the most territory in their area. The owner of an
area is whoever runs/ walks/ jogs around it the most
times. The purpose behind Run An Empire is to make
daily physical activity more fun and rewarding - for
active runners but also for sedentary people who are
either struggling to establish a routine or who have an
interest in digital/ mobile gaming.
Starting out in 2014, as a project at PAN Studios, Run An
Empire were awarded a £26,000 grant plus access to
OS’ mapping technology. A month later, a Kickstarter
campaign raised further funds and validated their belief
there was an audience for the product. The campaign
was a success with over 1800 backers, £23,000 raised
and a plethora of follow-up press pieces including The
Telegraph, The Guardian and Wired. Run An Empire
joined Bethnal Green Ventures in 2015 and went on to
gain further mentoring and support via Geovation. By
November 2015 Run An Empire was ready to scale and
receive investment funding. An equity-based crowdfund campaign overfunded within the first week and
Run An Empire had to cap their fund at £126,000. Due to
the rapid speed of the raise, in January 2016 Crowdcube
named Run An Empire as their ‘Best Startup of 2015’.
“Strava for the Game of Thrones crowd.”
Runner’s World

Openplay
openplay.co.uk

The London-based OpenPlay team was awarded funding
and won the Community Award in the Active Lifestyles
Geovation Challenge in 2014.
Openplay is a sports marketplace which plays two roles.
Alongside providing an automated online booking
system to some of the largest sports facilities globally
(e.g. Hyde Park, Dubai Sports World, Singapore Sports
Hub), it also offers platforms for the public to find and
get involved in activities close to them.
OpenPlay focuses on the problem of not knowing where
to find an activity while also helping venues become
financially self-sustainable through increased bookings.
In the age of widespread budget cuts to local authority
leisure budgets, their timing couldn’t be better.
OpenPlay originally launched its online marketplace
for finding and booking sports facilities back in 2013. It
brings sports facility and activity availability online, so
you can find out what’s going on at your local venue and
book pitches and organised activities. OpenPlay can be
used by anyone, whether a local authority, community
group, private organisation or the general public.
OpenPlay recently became a profitable company, which
would not have happened so soon without the help of
Geovation. The main goal for the next few years is to
continue our UK and international expansion to become
the one platform that people use when searching for
and booking physical activity. Alongside this we can
start to understand customer trends better and really
start to reduce the barriers to getting active by using
suggestion and nudge tools to encourage people to
get active, which has always been our end goal.
“The Ordnance Survey funding awarded allowed
us to develop new mapping functionality, a
booking system and a mobile app version to
increase public usage of these spaces.”
Sam Parton, OpenPlay
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2013
6th March 17th July

How can we help British business improve environmental
performance?
260

people registered

47

ideas submitted

Winners

Prize

Carbon Prophet

£29,000 + £1,000 Community
Award

GeoCraft

£28,000

The Green Alchemist

£22,000

Streetkleen

£21,000

£101,000

split between 4 winners
Partners

About the winners
Carbon Prophet
Richard Page of A R Carbon was looking for a way
to help farmers become soil custodians; to improve
fertility in their soil while at the same time reducing
farming costs yet allowing them to make a decent
living from the land. The idea, awarded funding in the
2013 Geovation Challenge, was to measure and map
the carbon content of soils in the UK and, in doing so,
develop a carbon trading scheme to unlock the value
of this important asset. This would provide farmers
and land owners with a significant new income stream.
Various conferences and reports have highlighted the
desirability of projects that promote and encourage
farmers to harness their crops’ natural ability to transform atmospheric CO2 into soil sequestered carbon.

After winning the Geovation Challenge, Zoe set up
the not-for-profit organisation Happy Education to
develop GeoCraft. The GeoCraft project uses Ordnance
Survey’s OS OpenData within Minecraft to help students
learn about the environment and introduces them to
Ordnance Survey data as they navigate their way around
the virtual worlds we have built. OS data has enabled
GeoCraft to recreate towns and places in Great Britain,
making worlds more relevant to the children, teaching
them about their local environment and what they can
do to protect it in the future.
The project has been piloted in schools and other
organisations throughout the UK.
The Green Alchemist
greenalchemist.co.uk

By maintaining the fertility of their soil with sympathetic
soil fertility management and natural additives such as
compost they can improve soil fertility and save money
on the costs of production while maintaining yield. As a
result, they can build a reserve of sequestered carbon
that, when traded, can offer them additional income.
The usefulness of the carbon map is threefold: It gives
the ability to monitor and verify existing levels of organic
carbon, it will increase interaction with UK farmers and
encourage the development of practices that increase
soil sequestered carbon. It will also provide the baseline
information that will form the framework for a voluntary,
verified carbon offset trading scheme.
Geocraft
geocraft.org.uk

GeoCraft aims to enable schools and businesses to
work together to encourage learning about sustainability through Minecraft® - the hugely popular video game
set in virtual 3D worlds made up of blocks representing
different materials.
Zoe Ross was awarded funding in the Geovation
Challenge to improve business environmental performance. Using Ordnance Survey mapping, GeoCraft
stimulates young people to increase their knowledge
of geography and other subjects and
develop ideas to address local environment issues
through a series of challenges.
9

Around 30% of recycled co-mingled waste is sent to
landfills due to contamination. The Green Alchemist,
Ayo Isinkaye’ s idea to help businesses reduce costs
by separating waste, was awarded funding in the 2013
Geovation Challenge to improve business environmental
performance.
Using Ordnance Survey mapping to show the location
of businesses, local waste carrier services and reprocessing companies, The Green Alchemist helps businesses improve their recycling and separation of waste
materials. It makes recycling simpler, more accessible,
and financially rewarding. Clean separated waste is
in demand by the reprocessing industry and they are
prepared to pay for it, because it saves them money
in the manufacturing process. However, contaminated
waste is worth very little and actually costs money to
be taken away.
Working with a team of developers, much of the initial
work focussed on data collection and the responsive
web app design, which is completed. The development
is now focussed on creating and organising data and
the user functionality of the app. Access to Ordnance
Survey location data has been paramount in building the
app. By entering their postcode and the type of waste
they have, organisations and households can find out
the value of their waste and see their local network of
recycling facilities and waste courier options.

Streetkleen
streetkleen.co.uk

Gary Downie had an idea to develop a practical, innovative solution based around the anaerobic digestion
of dog waste to create usable energy (methane). The
result - Streetkleen Bio - was awarded funding in the
Geovation Challenge to improve business environmental
performance.
In the UK more than 1,200 tonnes of dog waste is generated daily (Pet Foods Manufacturing Association 2012)
and the financial cost of sending local authority collected dog waste to landfill is estimated at £72 million per
year (Keep Britain Tidy). The environmental cost is also
substantial and mountains of small plastic bags containing dog waste are sent to landfill daily, often in bags
that take decades to degrade. Finding an alternative
disposal method for dog waste is a challenge.

Streetkleen will gather and map information on dog
fouling and waste disposal bins using Ordnance Survey
data. The project aims to use anaerobic digestion to
dispose of dog waste and create energy from methane.
Since winning the Geovation Challenge, Streetkleen
was nominated as one of the Top 100 ‘Most Smartest,
Disruptive and Innovative’ UK Small Businesses by
Smarta and O2, and was a finalist in the Great British
Entrepreneur Awards 2014. Streetkleen is located at
Glyndwr University’s OpTIC Innovation Centre and has
joined the Welsh Government High Potential Starts
Scheme. Streetkleen has also secured licensing rights
to DNA-testing technology which can help councils
improve how they deal with and track down owners
who do not dispose of their dogs’ waste.

“Entering, and subsequently winning the Geovation
Challenge gave us the credibility, belief and
confidence to follow our own innovative ideas
to fruition. We have had our eyes opened to the
value of geographic data and ways in which it
can be used.”
Gary Downie, Streetkleen

2012
12th March 2nd May

How can we connect communities and visitors along the
Wales Coast Path?
486

62

£126,000

Winners

Prize

Partners

Snout Wales

£40,000

Real Food Wales

£30,000 + £1,000 Community
Award

Op Ogam

£30,000

Living Paths

£17,500

Growing Routes

£7,500

people registered

ideas submitted

split between 5 winners

About the winners
Real Food Wales
mapkin.co.uk/realfoodwales

iPhone® app, Real Food Wales, was released in
Pembrokeshire in 2013.

Sisters Helen and Nicola Steer were looking for a way Growing Routes
for visitors to the Wales Coast Path to find the best growingroutes.org.uk
local, sustainable and delicious food. They wanted to
connect them to local businesses and communities, “The Wales Coast Path should be an engine for regento showcase real food and to benefit those who live eration and prosperity – encouraging businesses to
and work along the route. Their idea for a mobile app launch and expand along its 870 miles, bringing jobs
won funding in the 2012 GeoVation Wales Coast Path and opportunities to local residents,” says Richard
Geovation Challenge but came with its own problem: Fairhurst. Richard’s idea, ‘Growing Routes’- a website
working around the poor mobile reception along the with an online heat map to help businesses identify
route, particularly in West Wales. The sisters formed a areas of opportunity along the Wales Coast Path and
small company, Mapkin, using mapping and technology aid economic growth - received funding in the 2012
to create and support social change. Mapkin’s team ‘Wales Coast Path’ Challenge. Wales attracted 890,000
worked to develop the app; collecting data, coding, international visitors spending £333 million during 2010,
mapping and designing the user interface. The pilot but this information is not widely understood or put
10

into context. Richard wanted to help businesses take
advantage of opportunities created along the Wales
Coast Path and identify the ‘sweet spots’ to start or
grow their business. After receiving support, Richard
built the website and heatmap engine and pulled in
a huge range of data including tourist attractions and
nature sites along the coastal path and highlighting
opportunity for business. The Growing Routes website
launched in October 2013 .
Snout Wales
snoutit.com

Snout Wales is an audio travel guide on a smartphone
app, giving visitors to the Wales Coast Path information on the area and helping them connect with local
businesses and communities along the path. This idea
from the team at Oli (Outside Looking In) was awarded
funding in the 2012 GeoVation Challenge. Oli’s idea
successfully tackles the problem of how to provide visitors and locals with a wide resource of local information
that helps show them what’s available to them across
the Wales Coast Path. Encouraging coastal tourism
helps economic growth in the communities surrounding the Wales Coast Path. Another problem identified
is inadequate Wi-Fi and poor mobile reception along
some sections of the path.
Snout Wales is a travel guide which covers the 12 most
visited places along the Wales Coast Path, such as
Cardiff, Llandudno, and Aberystwyth. The apps provide
information on accommodation, food & drink, shops,
activities and attractions - guiding visitors along
bespoke itineraries to the sights, heights, places and
people.

Living Paths
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Wikipedia:GLAM/Welcome_to_Llwybrau_
Byw!_-_Living_Paths

Communities in Wales often find it difficult to share
information about their locality, such as historic buildings, circular paths, geographical features and other
points of interest. Living Paths! Llwybrau Byw! is a
project which aims to empower local communities
along the Wales Coast Path to create Wikipedia® pages
and post stories about their communities, allowing
diverse local information to become accessible. The
idea was awarded funding in the Wales Coast Path
Geovation Challenge.
Local people have the best knowledge about their
locality, sights to see and facilities available and, through
the digital encyclopaedia Wikipedia, they can share that
information. Better, richer information on Wikipedia
would benefit users of the Path as well as local people,
connecting visitors with local communities through
information on locations and points of interest (such as
wildlife, shipwreck sites, castles, local tales etc). In July
2013, Robin Owain was appointed the first Wikipedia
Manager for Wales by Wikimedia UK and Wici Cymru
and the Living Paths! project was started in January
2014. A training coordinator was appointed along with
nine wiki-skills accredited trainers. The project trained
business and community groups in all coastal counties which border the Wales Coast Path, with simple
Wikipedia web-authoring and editing skills through
150 free workshops.
“Ordnance Survey’s new Geovation Hub in London
has given us the opportunity to take the project
to new levels in 2016.”
Terry Jackson, Living Paths
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2012
9th February 28th March

How can we transform neighbourhoods Britain?
451

75

£116,000

Winners

Prize

Partners

Get Community Payback

£40,000 + £1,000 Community
Award

Green Space Mapper

£25,000

Shout Crime

£25,000

FoodTrade

£25,000

people registered

ideas submitted

split between 4 winners

About the winners
Get Community Payback
A mobile phone app that allows the public to nominate local ‘grotspots’ using Ordnance Survey mapping
and engaging with Staffordshire and West Midlands
Probation Trust to ‘Get Community Payback’. This idea
was awarded funding in the 2012 Geovation Challenge
to transform neighbourhoods in Britain. Community
Payback projects involve unpaid work which offenders
are instructed to do as part of a community sentence.
The projects give offenders the chance to develop
important life skills and reduce the risk of reoffending.
Finding the right project location is important and
requires interaction from the (local) public.
Across Staffordshire and the West Midlands, more than
612,000 hours of Community Payback were completed
in 2012 by more than 4,500 offenders on a community
sentence, yet nominations for locations from members
of the public remained relatively low. The Probation
Trust wanted to raise the awareness of Community
Payback and give members of the public an easier way
to nominate projects and gain greater visibility of the
work done. The Trust collaborated with new partners,
including Ramblers Cymru and Wales Probation Service
to explore how Community Payback could be used
along the Wales Coast Path.

surveying tools used by GIS staff while being simple
and enjoyable to use for all. Geovation funding allowed
Groundwork to commission a prototype tool; develop
core questions & answers for surveying and test the
tool with three housing associations. The system is
loaded with sets of tried and tested questions, but
Groundwork also created bespoke sets of questions &
answers to be used at specific events or sites. Green
Space Mapper used open standards: and OS OpenData
(such as OS Street View) has been used to create site
boundaries. The detailed boundaries of OS MasterMap
Topography Layer can also be used when licensing is
available. Key benefits of the tool are that information
is gathered consistently, is accurately located and the
results can be downloaded in minutes when used in a
GIS or when statistics are produced in a spreadsheet.
Since its development in 2010, Greenspace Mapper
was used in a number of open space consultations
for Housing Associations and local authorities. Its
use was embraced by partners, the communities and
Groundwork delivery staff alike.
“We are very grateful for the support of OS in
helping us bring this tool to so much good use”
Ben Coles, Groundwork London

FoodTrade
foodtrade.com

Green Space Mapper
greenspacemapper.org.uk

Green Space Mapper, an online consultation and surveying tool, used by residents or professionals to capture
information about their green spaces so areas can be
better developed and utilised, was awarded funding in
the 2012 Geovation Challenge. People living in disadvantaged areas have five times less access to green
space than their more affluent neighbours. Creatively
used and well managed open spaces provide a place
for people to get to know their neighbours as well as for
children to play. It also encourages healthier lifestyles.
In many areas, residents want to improve the land on
their estates, but need help with moving their ideas
forward. Many housing associations have programmes
of investment for their green spaces, working closely
with residents.
Groundwork’s idea was to create a mobile-friendly
‘web app’ offering many of the benefits of professional
12

In our 2012 GeoVation Challenge to transform neighbourhoods, Ed Dowding was awarded funding to develop Sustaination (which later became FoodTrade), a site
allowing food enterprises to use geolocation to connect
and trade more easily using social, local and mobile
web technologies. This food web maps and analyses
the resources in any given area; bringing data-driven
advantages to small businesses where the activity is.
This will help bring resilience to our food systems and
prosperity to our high streets.
In 2015 FoodTrade launched FoodTrade Menu (FTM) – a
food safety and menu management tool for food businesses – after winning the Food Open Data Challenge,
run by the ODI and Nesta.
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How can we improve transport in Britain?
235

155

£161,000

Winners

Prize

Partners

Mission:Explore

£36,500 + £1,000 Community
Award

myPTP

£36,000

Cyclescape

£27,000

FixMyTransport - Anywhere!

£27,000

AccessAdvisr

£27,000

Bikemapper/London Cycle Map
Campaign

£6,000

people registered

ideas submitted

split between 4 winners

About the winners
myPTP
business.liftshare.com/

A personal travel plan with all an individual’s options
in one document, created with a search time of under
30 seconds, was the idea put forward by Liftshare
and awarded funding in the 2011 transport Geovation
Challenge.
Liftshare is a social enterprise, ‘mission-driven rather
than profit-driven’, which aims to encourage sustainable transport options and cut carbon emissions by car
sharing. myPTPs are individual personal travel plans
produced in a single document, which allow individuals
to evaluate their transport options, while considering
CO2, financial and other implications such as calories
burned. This can be used to improve the commute to
work and create a modal shift towards more sustainable
travel options.
After receiving funding from Geovation, Liftshare piloted
the system with employers using a bulk upload tool
to allow travel planners to deliver a large number of
PTPs to employees
‘en masse’. The pilot exceeded the target and, building
on feedback, Liftshare soft-launched myPTP with a major
council, who purchased 15,000 myPTPs. Following this
the myPTP project continued momentum. As well as
helping new recruits and existing employees to choose
sustainable transport options.
Liftshare can also give feedback to transport providers,
where there may be increases in demand, for example,
expansions or new office builds. myPTP has been shown
to deliver an average modal shift of 17%.
Liftshare has now used myPTP across a number of
sectors, working with private companies, universities,
hospitals, local authorities, job centres and providing
personal travel plans to residential areas. They have
developed a ‘widget’ which can be embedded on an
organisation’s intranet/internet, making it easier for
individuals to access the myPTP tool. Liftshare was
selected as a winner of the 2012 Ashden Award for
Sustainable Travel for the ground-breaking and tireless
ways it encourages people to think differently about
13

how they travel and car share. It was also nominated
in the 2degrees Champions Awards 2014. Ordnance
Survey has also used myPTP to raise awareness and
encourage sustainable ways of commuting, seeing
the number of OS employees using the OS Liftshare
scheme increase by 253%. As a result of Geovation
funding and work generated, Liftshare increased its
staff from 18 to 29 employees.
FixMyTransport Anywhere!
mySociety is a UK charity who build websites which
give people simple, tangible ways to connect with and
improve their society. In the 2011 transport-themed
Geovation Challenge it was awarded funding to develop
a mobile version of FixMyTransport - a website making
it easy for people to report and get common transport
problems resolved.
Using the mobile app people could report problems
- such as broken ticket machines or buses that leave
early - when they happen, rather than waiting until
later and forgetting. mySociety sent the information
to the correct transport operator or local authority for
action. Reports and responses were posted online so
that other people could support, respond and give
advice. mySociety projects are built on free and opensource software so that individuals and organisations
can share this globally to build their own variations.
The project ran from 2011 to 2015 when FixMyTransport
decided to take the site down. This was due to the high
level of technical resource required to keep the transport
data current. While it was running it contained data
for more than 300,000 stops and routes, using several
public transport datasets. The site got up to 250,000
visitors, and over 650,000 page views per month and
FixMyTransport users sent more than 10,000 issues to
operators. During its four years of life, FixMyTransport
was successfully used to request seats on station platforms, timetable alterations, and better bicycle parking
at stations, among many other things.

Cyclescape

fication element.

cyclescape.org

Cyclescape, an interactive website aimed at cycling
campaign groups, was awarded funding in the 2011
transport-themed Geovation Challenge. Cyclescape
was created by the not-for-profit UK cycle journey
planner CycleStreets. The site aims to help cycling
campaign groups by tackling the typical problems they
face: getting more people involved; avoiding volunteer overload; keeping aware of issues facing cyclists;
working more productively with Local Authorities and
discovering best practices around the UK.

“The visible online presence and website, which
is at the forefront of geography innovation,
along with the credibility Ordnance Survey
backing gave, allowed people to find out about
Mission:Explore and enabled further conversations
and partnerships to develop.”
Daniel Raven-Ellison, Mission:Explore

These partnerships include National Geographic®,
with which Mission:Explore built a strong relationship.
Mission:Explore was awarded further funding in the 2011
Geovation Transport Challenge, for its idea to create
Geography and OS OpenData, as a map layer, are at ‘missions’ to encourage families to use the National
the heart of the system. Features of the website include Cycle Network (NCN) and use gamification to help
full-featured discussion tools; subscription based on tackle habits and make cycling more appealing.How
‘watching’ geographic areas drawn onto the map; inte- can we help British business improve environmental
grated collision data; group privacy settings; a library performance?
of resources that can be ‘pulled-in’ to the discussions;
automatic visibility of planning applications, and more. Access Advisr
accessadvisr.net

“We’d like to thank everyone involved in
Geovation for enabling this project to go ahead.
We are excited to have been able to deliver it,and
are very encouraged by its potential.”
Martin Lucas-Smith, CycleStreets.

Cyclescape was developed by a small team of specialist developers as an open-source project, allowing
others to get involved. There’s potential for it to be
repurposed for other communities such as pedestrian
groups. This, along with being able to translate it into
other languages, could bring opportunities for funding
and open-source development.
Initial usage saw activity levels double, with new
involvement, little off-topic discussion, and issues being
brought to conclusion effectively. Cyclescape was showcased at the main annual cycling campaign community
conference in October 2012, where it received critical
acclaim from the head of national cycling charity CTC.
The site aims to provide an all-in-one platform customised to the needs of cycling advocacy groups around the
UK. The challenge is to cater for the differing processes
and skills within these groups and make collaboration
easier. The long-term success of the site will be judged
by how groups can influence change more effectively at
a local level and work with local authorities to increase
rates of cycling; for example, improved cycle facilities,
safer streets and more cycle parking.
Mission:Explore
Mission:Explore was an idea, from the Geography
Collective which encouraged children and young people
to get outside exploring their local area, and innovating
with geography through social gaming. Participants
scored points and rewards in activities and challenges
(‘missions’). The idea was awarded Geovation funding
in the first Geovation Challenge in 2010.
The funding from Geovation went toward development
of a website and an iPhone app allowing geolocation of
missions and development of the interface and gami14

AccessAdvisr, was awarded funding in the Geovation
Transport Challenge in 2011. It was developed by
Integrated Transport Planning (ITP) and Rob Trent to
provide ease-of-access information about places of
interest and transport stops and stations. Rob, who
has personal experience of living with a disability, is
Managing Director of AccessAdvisr. Borne from frustrations surrounding accessibility issues, AccessAdvisr is
primarily for people with disabilities (of whom there
are estimated to be around 12.2 million in the UK) but
could include those experiencing some form of mobility
impairment, cyclists, or parents with prams.
It’s been designed so content can be updated by
a user-community of real people who post ratings,
comments and photos to share their views and experiences of accessing different places. It brings together
on one website the best available public information
sources on the accessibility of transport systems and
places. People can manage and maintain accessibility
information for use before and during their journeys.
After reviewing existing data, a proof-of-concept was
established and a beta release of AccessAdvisr was tested in Loughborough and Nottingham, and subsequent
development has been inspired by feedback from disabled people. A team of 10 people were involved in the
development and promotion of AccessAdvisr, and ITP
partnered with the University of Nottingham to establish a Technology Strategy Board-backed Knowledge
Transfer Partnership. Working together, ITP and the
University appointed an in-house software developer
to accelerate the pace at which enhancements to the
software tools were delivered.
“To help businesses tap into this market,
anonymised information can be passed on to
persuade businesses to improve accessibility, or
to congratulate them. Since inception, the reviews
have grown and include restaurants, football
stadiums, hotels and leisure venues.”
Rob Trent

There are over 200 user profiles registered on the
platform and iPhone and Android smartphone apps
available. AccessAdvisr now has a number of partners
whose support enables it to provide its valuable service.

You can see the map and updates at http://www.
cyclelifestyle.co.uk/london-cycle-map-campaign

“Access Advisr’s creators, Integrated Transport
Planning Ltd, are using open data to improve the
quality transport projects for local authorities in
England. They’re also working on behalf of the
World Bank to develop and pilot a suite of opensource software tools and open data platforms
that will improve the way urban transport systems
function in the Philippines.”
The Rt Hon Francis Maude MP, Cabinet Office Minister, March
2012. At an address on the economic benefits and innovation
potential of opening up availability of government data.

London Cycle Map
This London Cycle Map has been described as the
cycling equivalent of the London Underground map. It
shows a unified network of signed cycle routes throughout Greater London. Cycling campaigner Simon Parker
came up with the idea while following a cycle route
where the signs suddenly disappeared. He found the
experience disorientating. Developing his London Cycle
map he used colours to indicate the direction of travel, devising the ‘compass colour system’ to simplify
waymarking. The route’s colour depends on its orientation. For example, a cold blue for north-south routes,
and a sunny red for east-west routes. Supported by the
editor of cycle lifestyle magazine and fellow campaigner
Ben Irvine, the idea was awarded innovation funding from Geovation in 2011 – specifically to develop a
photomap and website (bikemapper.org.uk)
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How can Britain feed itself?
76

51

£13,000

Winners

Prize

Partners

Foodnation

£10,000

City Farmers

£3,000

people registered

ideas submitted

split between 2 winners

About the winners
Foodnation™
Louise Campbell had the idea and set up Foodnation
in March 2011 after receiving Geovation funding
in the ‘How can Britain feed itself?’ Geovation
Challenge. Its mission was to have Foodnation hubs
within cycling distance of most UK households
and provide a platform connecting customers and
farmers in their local area to local organic food and
fruit & veg box delivery schemes. After securing
funding, Louise used geographic data to build a
pilot platform for buying/selling the boxes. Building
on feedback from testing, the Foodnation app was
launched in May 2012 and the web app followed
in September.
15

Foodnation partnered with Transition Town
Maidenhead to run a pilot scheme for ordering
organic fruit and veg boxes from a local supplier.
Running through July and August 2012, the pilot
saw orders of £400 per week from its 20 members.
City Farmers
The City Farmers project was set up by Helen Steer
and Pete Boyce in 2011 after receiving Geovation
funding. The project researched existing growing
provisions, communities, projects and challenges
within Lambeth. The team used open data to create
multi-layer maps, which were incredibly valuable
at visualising and framing the problems, enabling

conversations between individuals, communities, charities and government.
City Farmers also supported grassroots projects, workshops and collaborations. It helped local government
and communities engage with sustainability issues
through data, mapping and activism. Helen was named
as one of the GLA’s 2014 London Leaders for her work
in sustainable business with a focus on the Grow Beer
micro enterprise project. The team also co-published a
children’s book, Mission:Explore Food, with Geovation
winner the Geography Collective.

2009/10 Geovation Awards Programme
16th June 3rd September

200

166

£22,000

Winners

Prize

Partners

MaxiMap

£11,000 + £1,000 Community
Award

Mission:Explore

£7,000

Plaqueguide.com

£3,000

people registered

ideas submitted

About the winners
MaxiMap® Giant Floor Maps
maximap.co.uk

When Ann Jones was teaching history to schoolchildren,
she realised lots of pupils didn’t know where the counties of the United Kingdom were, making it difficult for
them to visualise what they were being taught.
So Ann commissioned a giant floor map of the British
Isles and took it into the classroom to highlight cities
where civil disturbances took place in the 19th century
for her Year 10 GCSE pupils. Ann then joined forces with
Rowena Wells, of Llanelli printing company Heritage
Screen Print, to create MaxiMap – a giant floor map that’s
a fun and active way to learn about geography. They
secured funding to develop the idea which allows pupils
of all ages the chance to brush up on their geographic
skills using the enormous floor-sized maps -a teaching
tool to expand pupils’ knowledge of the world. There
are three versions of the map: The British Isles, Wales,
and a world map. The funding allowed MaxiMap to buy
satellite imagery of the world, new imagery of the UK
and offer the map at a subsidised cost initially. The
giant map was launched at the GA conference in 2010.
“I’ve thoroughly enjoyed demonstrating the maps
to children at the various events we’ve been to.
We put education packs together to tie in with
the World War 1 commemorations last year, and
in conjunction Ann provided individual lessons
and inset training.”
Rowena Wells, Maximap.
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split between 3 winners

Support
At the Geovation Camps we provided support for the participants to develop
their prototype ventures. Here you can learn about the experience from a few
helpers’ perspectives.
Quotes from helpers
“No matter how much the teams had prepared for camp beforehand,
following the Geovation process made each clearer and stronger, ready
to pitch for funding. It was exciting and exhausting, but I think we all
came away from the event inspired by the ideas and enthusiasm of the
teams involved.”
“A fantastic crash course in design thinking which provided a fresh way of
looking at business planning. It was exhausting, but seeing the pitches
come together on Sunday was inspiring and I look forward to seeing what
the winners can produce going forward.”
“The best thing for me was the experience of working in an environment
that was dynamically different from my everyday work and for helping
the Idea team/Innovators create a successful bid for funding. I felt a great
sense of satisfaction knowing that I’d helped evolve the team’s idea into
a winning bid.”

Design
The Geovation Camp process was facilitated by service designers employing
design thinking, techniques and processes. In addition, we drew on the expertise of the MDes Service Design Innovation students from the London College
of Communication, University of the Arts.
Quotes from Service Design Students
“…Lego cubes and paper aeroplanes were all essential to the innovation
process! In a relaxed, yet bustling working environment, sketches were
turned into business models and good ideas into great innovations. Perhaps
the biggest lesson from this great weekend is that, even for grown-ups,
innovation can be – or rather has to be – engaging, inspiring and fun!”
“It was a good experience in which I could work with professionals from
other fields in a well-appointed environment. Above all, as a service design
student, the opportunity to listen to various ideas was very useful.”
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